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Chapter 1 : Chinese Reading Practice | Simplified Chinese Reading Exercises & Materials Blog
This one has mostly very beginner language, with a couple of intermediate or upper-intermediate words. The grammar,
rather than the vocab, is probably the hard part of this post, which is an great survey of every basic Chinese sentence
structure.

How to improve your Chinese pronunciation 1. Master the basic rules of pronunciation and tones. As a
beginner, the most important thing is be familiar with all pinyin sounds, spelling rules and tone changing rules.
There are many learning experiences sharing about how to improve your Chinese pronunciation. Regarding
the tones, besides the regular tones practice, there are some learners who share their methods like mastering
without using tone marks. Gradually you can connect all the words and figure out what they are talking about.
There are tons of online learning resources well, surely you can find them at Dig Mandarin. Sometimes, the
learning content is a little bit tedious, afterwards you can find some Chinese songs to perfect your accent.
Also, learning from movies and TV shows is also a great way to train your sense of the language, and know
more about Chinese culture as well. Having Enough output i. There is phonetic change in the flow of speech,
especially the tones. When you first begin to study Mandarin Chinese pronunciation, it is beneficial to practice
pairs of tones. This phrase uses the second then the third tone. Say this phrase out loud several times and listen
for the tone and rhythm of the syllables. Studying this natural rhythm of the language will help you pronounce
new words you come across. Also, the increased accuracy of your Mandarin pronunciation will help you say
sentences more smoothly. The start is of course tough, however after going through it; the longer sentences
will be much easier for you. Slow down and be clear Pay attention that you do not speak too fast. But you are
just a beginner who might not pronounce the standard sound. Speed is the last thing you should care about.
Make your sounds clear and correct. After all, a successful communication is the goal and accuracy is the most
important thing. Practice makes perfect As we mentioned above, you need to cultivate a keen sense of Chinese
language by enough input. Some when you are practice by yourself and not with others, you are creating the
illusion that you are speaking Chinese well. The truth might be only you yourself can understand or of course
your teacher can guess what you are trying to say exactly. So the only key is practice, practice and practice.
Learn from your mistakes As you know, Chinese people are very kind, so encouragement and compliment will
be the main trend of their comments to your speaking. Confidence is necessary, but their kindness is not your
reason to ignore the mistakes and your foreign pronunciation. Ask your Chinese friends to point out your
inaccuracy and specific problems directly. Then take down the notes of your common mistakes and analyze
them one by one. This process will help you conquer your problems. It may be discouraging sometimes to
hear about so many mistakes, but you will learn a lot from them quickly and it will help you to improve much
faster than you think. You also can observe if other people understand you. Regardless their kindness,
understanding is a good start anyhow. In addition you can try to prepare a paragraph on a specific topic, then
record your own speech. Then ask your Chinese friends or teacher help you checking it. Adjusting and
improving your pronunciation is what you can do naturally. Focusing on the difficulties and repeat it slower.
Just make sure you are pronouncing the right way. Review all the time Acquiring accurate pronunciation is a
long-tern battle. Record all your mistakes and misunderstanding of some specific concepts. Review your notes
from time to time. It will call your attention and remind you the right way you should act. One day you will
finally master them all. With this course, you will: Know how to pronounce every Chinese sound clearly with
the proper accent. Understand the phonetic alphabet Pinyin and how it relates to pronunciation. Learn each of
the 21 Pinyin Initials. Learn each of the basic 6 Finals, as well as the 30 compound Finals. Know how to
reduce your accent and sound more like a native. Learn and understand the trickiest letters that trip up most
beginners, including the dreaded Mandarin tones. Experience detailed explanations which show you how to
shape your mouth, place your tongue, and produce the required sounds. Its whiteboard illustrating way is quite
clear and easy to follow. This group offers over YouTube videos designed to help you learn Mandarin more
easily. An addition videos are available if you pay for the premium membership on the website. Beginners can
make great strides in language learning with the systemic video organization that naturally builds world
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knowledge and pronunciation skills. Regarding the pronunciation part , they provide the learners 5 episodes to
illustrate the Chinese word construction, tones, related tone rules and difficult sounds. It basically covers the
main idea of mandarin Chinese pronunciation. You can search by either the Chinese character or pinyin
spelling. If you have heard a new Chinese word that you do not understand, you can easily search through this
site to figure out what it is. There is a premium version as well which includes audio pronunciations. It
combines a carefully laid-out learning structure ideal for language with audio files for better pronunciation and
understanding. The lessons include vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar and sentence structure and even
cultural information. New Practice for Chinese Readers is available on Amazon and from major book retailers.
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Chapter 2 : Gateway to Chinese | Practice materials for beginning Mandarin Chinese
Chinese Reading Material for Beginners This page is aimed at Chinese beginners who have been learning individual
characters and are ready to start on sentences. Learning to read Chinese can be daunting to begin with but consistency
will lead you to success.

How to Learn Mandarin as a Beginner Last updated: May 13, Learn Chinese If this is your first attempt at
learning the Chinese language, then whether you intend to learn by yourself or find a teacher, there is a great
learning way you can use to help you how to learn Mandarin Chinese as beginner. Before trying to learn some
new words, you need to practice pronunciation for about 15 lessons. The system of Chinese pronunciation is
very different from English. When you learn English, you need to learn the pronunciation of each word one by
one, but in Chinese, after you have practiced for about one month, you can read any word in the dictionary as
long as there is Pinyin written above it. So what is Pinyin?. Below is an example: There is no Pinyin in
Chinese books. Pinyin only helps people to read Chinese characters. Every Chinese character has a basic
meaning, and two or three Chinese characters can make a word when put together. It would be best to find a
professional teacher to help you practice. One initial and one final can be put together, adding a tone to make a
syllable. There are five tones in Chinese: Even as a beginner, you can speak out the sounds of initials and
finals very well by watching Chinese teaching videos, but you still need a teacher to help you practice tones.
Practicing tones is the most important thing you need to do. Words are always made of two or three Chinese
characters, so there will always be two or three syllables in each word. The third tone drops down and then
rises. When you pronounce a single third tone, it just drops down and then rises. But in a word, if a third tone
precedes another third tone, you only need to pronounce the rising part, omitting the dropping down part.
When the third tone precedes other rest tones, correspondingly, you only need to pronounce the dropping
down part. People have a habit of only pronouncing the dropping down part of the third tone when the third
tone is at the end of a word, phrase or sentence. So you will find that, in most situations, you only need to
pronounce the dropping down part of the third tone. After practicing pronunciations of words, you can start to
practice reading short sentences. Right now, just focus on the pronunciation. When you finish this step
successfully, congratulations! You are ready to learn regular lessons. You will learn words first, then
grammar, then read passages. You should be proud that you can read out any Chinese words with Pinyin
correctly now. If you have any problem on how to learn Mandarin? Just please leave your comment.
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Chapter 3 : A simple Paragraph to practice simple typing - Text Practice - blog.quintoapp.com
Practice Mandarin Chinese with Free Interactive Exercises This site offers a collection of free interactive language
learning resources for beginning Mandarin Chinese. Students now have the option to practice pronunciation, vocabulary,
grammar, listening, and reading skills at their own convenience.

Dear students and teachers: Please make sure you subscribe to the free grammar updates here -ing forms
exercise beginner level Download PDF Complete the following sentences using the â€”ing form of the verb
given in the brackets. Note that you will have to supply appropriate auxiliary verbs as well. Time references
are given to indicate whether the sentence is in the present tense or past tense. An example is given below.
What are you doing there? I am writing a poem. The pronoun I takes the auxiliary verb am or was. Singular
nouns and singular pronouns he, she, it take the auxiliary verb is or was. Plural nouns and plural pronouns
you, they, we take the auxiliary verb are or were. Use is, am and are in the present tense. Use was and were in
the past tense. Who is playing the piano? Rahul â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦ play the piano. What are
the children doing in the park? Where is she going? Sophia â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦ learn her lessons.
When they arrived we â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦ have dinner. I â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦ take a bath
when the telephone rang. What is your mother doing now? What is your father doing now? He
â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦ read the newspaper. When I woke up this morning, the sun
â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦ shine.
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Chapter 4 : Learn Chinese with TutorMing
Learn Chinese for Beginners | HSK 1 Course Vocabulary, Listening, Verbs, Grammar, Conversation Practice - Learn
Chinese for Beginners w/ 50 Beginner Chinese Lessons, 80 Videos, 60 Quizzes.

Kendra Schaefer My personal site I live in: But this collection might help you keep your skills fresh, practice
recognizing sentence structure, or pick up the occasional new vocabulary word. The Story After spending a
few years China studying Mandarin and working, I took a several-year hiatus and returned to my native
country. It was alarming how quickly my language skills began disintegrating. I searched online for Chinese
reading materials, and though I found plenty of dictionaries and flash card sources, I had a very difficult time
finding something that was at an appropriate reading level, was different than the typical textbook-y stuff
available online, was presented in a way that was easy to read, and that I was sure I could get through. I ended
up spending more time looking for something that was suitable than actually doing any reading. I post
whenever I get a chance. This is more and more true the higher your reading level. This is because for any
story, article or essay to really take shape, it usually must involve some intermediate grammar or intermediate
vocabulary. This is why most truly beginner textbooks stick to dialogs as opposed to actual articles. I will
classify something as beginner if at least a couple of the following criteria are met: Intermediate â€” I classify
something as intermediate if: The language is intermediate or upper-intermediate. There are some light idioms.
I classify something as advanced if: It contains many specialized or technical words technology, health,
beauty, geography, etc. It contains high-level structures, like newspaper-y or literary writing styles. It contains
any archaic words. The sentence structure is very complicated. It contains a lot of modern slang. Enjoy, and
good luck with your studies.
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Free to use and fun Chinese language learning games. Kids and students' online games for learning Chinese
vocabulary, phrases, numbers, spelling and grammar.

Learning to read Chinese requires committing to reading at least one article per day. You will find your
Chinese reading to be much improved after a month and if you continue for a year you will be unstoppable.
Using a flashcard system such as Anki in combination with this website is very desirable. Intermediate
Introducing Uncle Adam â€” Useful words and simplistic structure. Intermediate A short excerpt from
Robinson Crusoe â€” Great intermediate passage with simplistic structures. Ideal for people making the jump
from beginner to intermediate. Intermediate Why do we celebrate Spring Festival? Lots of good Chinese
words to be learnt while also learning a traditional Chinese story. Lots of different Chinese characters packed
into a relatively short piece of writing. Intermediate Santa is coming â€” Not quite a Chinese story but an
informative piece about Christmas written as a homework assignment. Lots of Christmas terminology and
many adjectives to be learnt. Some of the sentences are quite hard to comprehend initially so make sure to
reread it. The sentence structure is definitely a bit harder and it is intended for Chinese adults. Easy sentence
structures and some unusual characters combine to make this both an easy and hard piece of writing to
understand. Not a long piece, but one full of useful vocabulary. Lots of lovely political vocabulary and
excellent descriptive words. Lots of inspirational language. A long piece about politics and the election. Lots
of good political words to learn and lots of ways to show gratitude. Lots of difficult terminology. Lots to learn
and most likely a lot to puzzle over too. Advanced Historical The An lushan Rebellion â€” A huge time of
turmoil for China, this text is very interesting and is also full of useful sentence structures and characters.
Advanced Seven-piece Puzzle â€” This is a very hard passage to understand, mostly suitable only for very
advanced readers of Chinese. The Tangram is a Chinese puzzle. A very interesting time which produced a lot
of the Chinese culture that we know today. This passage is fairly tricky to understand but has some excellent
idioms that are worth learning! Nice sentences with a very formal tone. Intermediate About Bill Gates â€” A
short text with lots of useful words. Quite a lot of numbers and ways to describe monetary amounts. Some
good wedding vocabulary to be found within. A nice read although it has a few tricky parts. Let us know what
you think as we add more! Well-written and although there are a lot of different Chinese characters, the
sentences are easily translatable without much struggling. The use of adjectives is excellent. A lot of
descriptive language and long sentence structures without being too hard to follow. Not very useful for
Chinese learners, just gamers. Really descriptive and paints a picture of an upbringing in the rural countryside.
Advanced Want to suggest some Chinese reading? Please let us know who the author is so credit can be given.
Alternatively you can comment on any page and let us know. How can I improve my Chinese reading?
Weekly Chinese reading, grammar, and study tips sent straight to your inbox.
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Chapter 6 : Free Chinese Foreign Language Printable Worksheets | blog.quintoapp.com
Get Free Access To | Basic Written Chinese Practice Essentials An Introduction To Ing And Writing For Beginners Book
Cd Rom PDF Now Reading habit will always lead people not to satisfied reading a book.

Learning to read Chinese can be daunting to begin with but consistency will lead you to success. Come back
and practice reading as often as you can. The most important thing a beginner can do is to develop the
discipline to come back and read every day. Some of the dialogues are for complete beginners and they are
where you should start! Complete beginners What will you do today? Complete beginners What do you want
to eat? Includes noodles and dumplings, delicious! Beginner What school do you go to? Beginner How many
people are in your family? Can you check my paper? Some easy sentence structures to be learnt along with a
few new words. Beginner Where is the nearest ATM? Learn a few basic sentences here. Most of it is basic
with no complicated sentence structures. Be sure to listen to the voice recording! There are a lot of different
characters to be learnt in this passage. Some of the sentence structures are a little confusing, remember to
hover over the Chinese characters to see pinyin and a translation. Features very simple sentence structure and
lots of repetition. If you are stuck on a Chinese passage or have a favorite Chinese story you would like to
recommend to this website then you can use our contact form to send it to us. How can I improve my Chinese
reading? Weekly Chinese reading, grammar, and study tips sent straight to your inbox.
Chapter 7 : Learn How to Read & Write Chinese Characters
Beginner's Basic Chinese Conversation Practice Video. Unit 1 Review In this unit review we will put our Chinese
language skills into practical use.

Chapter 8 : About | Chinese Reading Practice
Chinese Speaking Practice Video with Basic Chinese Family Tree. Unit 2 Review In this unit review, we have 3 Chinese
Speaking Practice Video. After practicing with the dialogue and phrases, we will be able to read a basic Chinese Family
Tree and say all the Chinese family members for beginners.

Chapter 9 : Chinese Pronunciation: The Complete Guide for Beginner
Welcome to the Beginner Level online chinese level test. It has been carefully designed to help you decide which course
is best for you. Just click 'Start test' below to answer the 30 short questions and receive your score and estimated level.
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